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PART 4
VISIBILITY:

YOU + YOUR WORK 
OUT IN THE WORLD

How to Build Your Platform as You Build Your Book.
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BE SEEN
Call it what you will … exposure, traction, traffic, attention, validation, fame, the sacred YES we wish 
for and warrant … And measure it however you like … pageviews, downloads, adoring eyeballs, 
crescendos of comments, fan mail, love letters, media ops, onscreen time, on-air spots, bestseller nods, 
awards, bookmarks, re-tweets, StumbleUpons, Likes or shares … it’s all about VISIBILITY. 

You. Your work. And your wisdom. In front of the people who need it most.

You want visibility? You need to write. And more to the point, you need to write what Think Traffic 
founder Corbett Barr politely terms, “epic shit.”

“Learning promotional tactics is not the key to building a bigger audience. 
Becoming a better Twitter user won’t magically make your business success-
ful […] Building a raving audience online all starts with writing epic shit.
Period. Hands down. End of story.

Write things that make people think. Inspire people. Change lives. Create 
value. Blow people away with your usefulness. Only after you create epic shit 
should you worry about sharing your content with other people. All the pro-
motion in the world won’t make your site popular if your content sucks.”

—Corbett Barr
 
And the rumors are true. The larger your online audience, and the greater your online visibility, the 
better your chances of landing a heart-fluttering book deal. The kind with six-figures, and all the ego-
stoking trimmings. 

Say it, write it, declare it: I am, from this moment forward, a VISIBLE writer.

“Go the extra mile to be unique. Traffic (like referrals and retweets and 
shares) comes from being exceptional and different. Nothing boring or stand-
ard ever went viral. Fight to be exceptional.”

—Glen Stansberry, LifeRemix.net, LifeDev.net

http://whitehottruth.com/white-hot/the-sacred-yes-we-wish-for-and-warrant/
http://thinktraffic.com
http://thinktraffic.net/write-epic-shit
http://liferemix.net/
http://lifedev.net/
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Techno-phobic? Get over it.

You need to write online. 

We live in a wildly exciting time in terms of being artists, creatives and activists. We have the Internet, 
and we cannot underestimate the ways that insta-publishing and content-sharing are shifting planetary 
consciousness. 

It’s what physicist-philosopher Peter Russell calls “the Global Brain.” The communication network that 
spans the globe and keeps us interconnected acts as our nervous system.

To claim your rightful place in this living info-ecosystem, you need to plug in. Publishing online is the 
swiftest way to bring the right people to your words, and rally attention around your craft. It’s the 
closest thing modern writers have to magic. 

Just begin.

“Perfection is the enemy of done.”

—SARK

A moment ago, we were revving you up for nothing less than “epic shit.” But holding yourself to epic 
standards can be paralyzing—especially when you’re at the starting gate of your online visibility 
adventure. 

Before you raise your success meter to EPIC-and-then-some, you simply need to begin. 

You want to launch a blog? A website? An online magazine? The Internet’s answer to the Great Amer-
ican Novel? Just start. Don’t worry about your voice (yet). Don’t worry about your audience (now). And 
as much as it pains us to say this—don’t even worry about your website design, or aesthetic. Just slap 
up that DIY WordPress blog, and get your words out there. 

You’ll need to worry about your voice, audience and aesthetic, eventually. But rather than waiting to 
find your perfect message, or your flawless brand identity—and getting increasingly flustered with what 
to write about in the first place—just go to WordPress.com, and start writing. There are search engines 
waiting for you. And your destiny. 

“Did you write today? Then you’re a writer today.”

—Julia Cameron

http://www.peterrussell.com/wordpress/index.php
http://jarviswp.com/
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You have time

There’s no magic formula (or timeline) that will take you from newbie blogger to established online 
icon. But if we had to shout out a number, we’d say: give yourself six months of online writing to find 
your authentic voice and message. Give yourself that sacred blooming time. Give yourself a break.

D: I had been writing online for quite some time before I started 
WhiteHotTruth.com, which, I might add, started with zero sub-
scribers, like most every other blog. I’d just experienced a devastating 

business divorce—I’d been canned from my own company, and then watched it 
go belly up. My old desk was for sale…on Craigslist. Yep, that bad.

White Hot Truth was forged in the fire of clean beginnings. New intentions. The 
sacred tabula rasa of a fresh WordPress theme. I had a vision for the site’s evolu-
tion – and my solo career, as a writer—but it took about three months of writing 
before I figured out what I really wanted to write about, and, more importantly, 
what I was not going to write about. Spirituality? Yes. Entrepreneurship? Check. I 
thought I’d also write about style, relationships, parenting, even. I’ve got opinions 
to spare. But I kept gravitating toward consciousness and cash topics, and felt 
nonplussed about all the other lifestyle stuff. Discernment and clarity rushed in 
with every click of the “publish” button. My focus emerged.

Three months to find my groove. Six months to really start flying—rising into better 
writing. Two years to a million hits. Focus, deepened.

“My approach is simply to try to provide as much value as I can. I don’t view 
blogging as a job—I’ll go weeks without posting sometimes—I only do it 
when it’s something I find interesting or useful, and when I do post, I’ll often 
spend five hours researching and crafting a good post.

Another thing that is integral to your success is to build relationships with 
other, established bloggers who inspire you. From there, you can start to guest 
post on the most popular blogs related to your niche—frequently the biggest 
source of new traffic—and enlist others’ help on your projects.”

—Cody McKibben, Thrilling Heroics

http://www.thrillingheroics.com/
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The Top 10 Most Useful Articles on Traffic, Audience-building 
+ Visibility for Writers.

1. 12 Lessons Learned While Marketing The 4-Hour Body
Charlie Hoehn, Tim Ferriss’ right-hand man, talks launch timing, soft-selling, trailer videos, Amazon 
review tactics—and offers the ultimate piece of visibility wisdom: “Write an amazing, definitive 
book.” Preach it, Hoehn.

2. Write Epic Shit
Think Traffic and Expert Enough founder Corbett Barr offers proof that “epic works,” and profiles 
four writers who are redefining epic-osity—with wild online visibility, to show for it.

3. How to get 150,000 people to read your blog post in 1 week (and how I did it)
Personal finance blogger + New York Times bestselling author Ramit Sethi spends up to eighteen 
hours researching and writing each of his blog posts. And he’s got 250K+ readers per month to 
show for it. Dedication, in motion.

4. traffic, tears + tenderness: lessons from 5 years of on-line hustling
Uh-huh… I’m highlighting my own wisdom on self-promotion + online exposure, in a round-up of 
articles on personal visibility.

5. How to Write What People Actually Want to Read
Mary Jaksch doesn’t recommend relying on dumb luck (or the I Ching) to divine what your readers 
are longing to read. Her advice? A dynamic combination of reader-polling and keyword-research. 
And she’s got YouTube tutorials to break down the jargon. Write To Done, indeed.

6. Do You Make These 10 Mistakes When You Blog?
Well, DO you? Michael Hyatt, Chairman of Thomas Nelson Publishers (the seventh largest trade 
book publishing company in the US, if you’re wondering) has a few thoughts on how your latest 
post could be repelling attention. Read on, and revise…

7. The Truth About Book Marketing
Career Renegade + Tribal Author Jonathan Fields has a potent reminder: “You’ve got one shot in a 
sea of 500,000 books to leave people breathless.” You’ve probably guessed his advice: “Write 
the #$@% out of your book.” And your blog, no doubt.

8. Finding Readers For Your Blog
Darren Rowse, founder and editor of ProBlogger, shares what he wishes he knew, back when he 

http://www.fourhourworkweek.com/blog/2011/03/10/12-lessons-learned-while-marketing-the-4-hour-body/
http://thinktraffic.net/write-epic-shit
http://thinktraffic.com
http://expertenough.com
http://www.iwillteachyoutoberich.com/blog/getting-traffic-for-your-blog/
http://whitehottruth.com/business-wealth-articles/traffic-tears-and-tenderness-lessons-from-five-years-of-on-line-hustling/
http://writetodone.com/2011/10/19/find-what-people-want-to-read-through-keyword-research/
http://michaelhyatt.com/do-you-make-these-10-mistakes-when-you-blog.html
http://www.jonathanfields.com/blog/files/the-truth-about-book-marketing.pdf
http://www.problogger.net/archives/2007/07/14/finding-readers-for-your-blog-what-we-wish-we-knew/
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was naught but a wee baby blogger, in beta-launch-mode. Timeless advice, from the author of 
over 3500 articles, tutorials + tipsheets on online writing, traffic-boosting + audience attraction. 

9. The Art of Enchantment – How Guy Kawasaki Will Change Your Business 
Michael Stelzner of Social Media Examiner interviews bestselling author + notable online icon 
Guy Kawasaki on the release of his book, Enchantment: The Art of Changing Hearts, Minds, and 
Actions. Kawasaki shares how every writer can position themselves as “knowledgeable, compe-
tent, likeable + trustworthy”… the emotional anchors of enchantment.  

10. 50 Can’t-Fail Techniques for Finding Great Blog Topics  
Got a case of blogger’s block? Not for long. Carol Tice rocks through 50 high-inspiration ways 
to handle burn-out and get back in the saddle—from eavesdropping on strangers, to scanning 
Google Alerts, to reviewing your greatest hits, to mining your hobbies for hidden gold. With 176+ 
comments and 1,207 re-tweets, this round-up is a platinum record hit.

Blog = up? Posts = rolling?
It’s time to get obsessed with your message.

A quick dictionary moment, to differentiate between your voice, your topics and your message. 

Your voice is what makes your writing distinctive, compelling, unmistakably YOU. You’ll carry your 
voice from your blog, right into your book. Seamless, identifiable. INDIVIDUAL.

Your topics are the categories or subjects you write about (Eco-luxe weddings on a shoestring 
budget! Savvy corporate management, with heart + soul! Thrifty vegan recipes!) 

Your message is your core teaching – the why behind your what. It’s the reason you write what 
your write. It drives your vocation. It’s the soapbox that you’re proud to stand on. If your blog had a 
“life purpose” or “calling”, this’d be IT. (And it goes without saying…if you’re not OBSESSED with your 
message, nobody else will be, either.)

Your core message is the defining character of your brand, as a writer—and for maximum visibility, 
you’ll apply your message to specific subjects, reaching diverse + unexpected audiences, outside of 
your industry. A few examples…

Dr. Christiane Northrup’s message is about women’s wellness. Through her numerous books and 
products, she filters that message through topics such as nutrition, menopause, prenatal care, joy, 
parenting, and sexuality. So, Dr. Northrup can take her message to niche audiences that are focused 
on nutrition, menopause, prenatal care, joy, parenting, and sexuality. That’s a very big audience.

http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/the-art-of-enchantment-how-guy-kawasaki-will-change-your-business/
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591843790/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=ybbbp-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1591843790
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1591843790/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=ybbbp-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1591843790
http://www.copyblogger.com/brainstorm-blog-topics/
http://www.drnorthrup.com/bookstore/northrup_products.php
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Let’s say you write about grieving the death of a loved one and creating a new life—your essential 
message is about how to heal grief. You might think that your audience is narrow. But just ask yourself: 
Where else does grief show up for people? It goes beyond the loss of a spouse. People experience 
grief when they lose a job, when a dream dies, when a family pet passes on, when their children 
grow up and leave the home. You could be writing about your “process” of healing grief in a variety 
of outlets (magazines, newspapers, your blog, someone else’s blog), with audiences who are inter-
ested in career-change, creativity, pets, parenting… Same message. Different houses.

Perhaps your core message is that financial freedom rocks, and everyone should strive to achieve 
it. You’ve got theories and formulas, worksheets and how-to’s to help people make that happen. Awe-
some. Don’t stick to writing on the obvious financial management blogs. Go meet the people who 
need you and meet their needs when you get there. Get interviewed or contribute an article (or a 
series!) to a popular parenting blog: “5 Ways to Help Your Kids Become Money Savers.” Does it 
matter that teaching kids to be money-aware is not your primary focus? Or that your next book is about 
making money on real estate? Nope. What matters is that you’re getting in front of grownups (book 
buyers, subscribers, event hosters, humans in need), who care about financial freedom. 

And next? Write for a major style website. Yep. Style. “Financial Freedom = Hot Fashion: How To Get 
Smart with Your Cash So You Can Have Everything You Want In Life… and In Your Closet.” Same tips. 
Tailored spin. Greater exposure to a niche that’s full of people who need what you’ve got. 

Cross-pollinate your audiences. Blend n’ stir. Watch it grow.

OFFline visibility. Yep, it (still) exists.

We’ve placed a lot of emphasis on building your online presence, to turbo-charge your visibility as a 
viable book-writer. And rightly so. 

But there’s a whole universe offline (remember? It’s so pretty. Especially in the spring) and plenty of 
ways to connect with your people mano-a-mano… and then bring them online, where they can dig 
deeper into your message, revel in your content, click, share, re-tweet… and post dozens of glowing 
Amazon.com book reviews, at your behest.

(You knew we were heading back online eventually, right?)

Ideas! Ideas!

Give public readings in coffee shops, bookstores, libraries and on local public radio stations. 
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Find an open mic night, and read your most powerful chapter to the crowd. 

Subscribe to HARO (Help A Reporter Out) and pitch yourself to journalists, for featured stories in 
traditional print newspapers and magazines. 

Find out if your local newspaper or citywide magazine is co-sponsoring an event, and get your-
self invited — rubbing elbows with story-hungry editors + reporters is never a bad idea. 

Go guerrilla, and plaster bathroom stalls and indie coffee shops with bumper stickers featuring 
your book title and website URL. 

Think about the ideal audience for your book (tax attorneys? mid-career nurses? people struggling 
to quit smoking?), find out if there’s an association, group or club where they congregate, pitch 
yourself for a keynote presentation + book signing, and rock their worlds. 

Pitch your work. Daily. And passionately. At cocktail parties, in elevators, at your kid’s toddler-
yoga class, in the produce aisle. You never know whose ears might perk up…or just how willing 
they are to help themselves…by helping you.

Want a few more ideas? How about… a few hundred?

…for pitching your brilliance to people who can ba-bump your visibility, whipping up addictive con-
tent, and placing your fine words in front of the people who need them, most? Turn the page for The 
Super Listorama of Content, Love + Cash (excerpted from The Spark Kit, with love).

http://www.helpareporter.com/
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Excerpted from The Spark Kit: A Digital Experience for Entrepreneurs, by Danielle LaPorte

WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, TRAINING, COURSES, INTENSIVES, RETREATS
What’s the theme of your workshop, course, etc.? Is it a series that builds on each segment, or 
stand-alone topics? If it’s free of charge, what are you selling or pitching at the end? Who can you 
collaborate with on the content itself or to market it? Is this a package deal; are deposits refundable; 
will you do a sliding scale; pay upon registration or the day of, is there an early bird registration? 
Is this a limited time offer? Who do you need to help pull this off? What do you want to get from it 
(revenue, client referrals, intelligence that you can turn into a book, a program, articles)?
FORMAT + DELIVERY LOVE + CASH: Info or wisdom that you give away or sell.
In person: 
Individuals or groups

How many people do you need to break even? “Limited space” or 
group exclusivity could be a selling feature. Is the space that you’re 
meeting people in impeccable? Can you record elements of this to 
use on your site, as a demo reel, for learning purposes? Will you 
have feedback forms for participants?

Video seminar or teleseminar:
Live or recorded

Is this interactive or lecture style? Can questions be sent to you in 
advance or during the event? What will you send participants in 
advance or afterwards? If you’re doing video, stage your back-
ground (no home office backdrops of recycling bins and the dog 
bed). Can you record this event and make it available for free or 
for pay? Can participants receive a recorded version—will you 
email it to them, or send them to your site to retrieve it? How will 
you thank people for participating? Is there a charitable compo-
nent?

Checkout: Patti Digh’s teleseminars
Susannah Conway’s Unravelling eCourse
Chris Guillebeau + Pam Slim’s $100 Business Forum
Gala Darling’s Podcasts

http://whitehottruth.com/shop-adore/the-spark-kit/
http://www.37days.com/live-your-wild-and-precious-life-now-a-new-telecoaching-class.html
http://www.susannahconway.com/unravelling/
http://unconventionalguides.com/100biz.htm
http://galadarling.com/article/love-sequins-8
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COACHING
FACT: According to my stats, 7 out of 10 coaches are looking for a term to call themselves other 
than a “coach.” Just call yourself a coach, wouldya? It gets the point across.
FORMAT + DELIVERY LOVE + CASH: Info or wisdom that you give away or sell.
In person: 
Individuals or groups

How do you begin and end your sessions? Do you have a referral 
program? Is the coaching private and closed to an exclusive 
group, or is it a session that can be recorded and made avail-
able to the public? Is the group size limited or unlimited? Is there a 
screening or qualification process to join?

Video or telephone Telephone: If you think you can only coach or advise in person, 
that you won’t be as effective on the phone, please rethink that. 
Surprisingly, the phone creates a kind of virtual shelter and people 
can be incredibly accessible and open on the phone. Making 
yourself available via phone blows your potential customer base 
wide-open, from local to global. You also get to work in your jam-
mies if you like, and save on overhead costs of a swanky office. 
All calls should be recorded. In some cases, there are legal consid-
erations with this, but if you have the capability to record, then it’s 
another way to be of service to your clients. You could also offer 
transcription services for the recording. 

Video: Skype is a beautiful thing. Combine Call Recorder with it to 
record (and edit) your video recordings and voilà!

CONSULTING, ADVISING, STRATEGY
FORMAT + DELIVERY LOVE + CASH: Info or wisdom that you give away or sell.
In person: 
Individuals or groups

Video or telephone

Are sessions recorded, filmed and/or transcribed? Is there 
advance prep for your clients, such as surveys, self-audits, inquiry 
or Q&A processes, fun exploratory or reading assignments?

Are your “report” materials graphically designed and branded? Is 
there any up-sell that you can do when you deliver your service or 
advice? 

Do clients have phone or email access to you or your team 
between sessions? Do you provide them with a private online 
space? Do you have a values statement or confidentiality agree-
ments?

Licensing Can you train, license, or certify others to do what you do?
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FORMAT + DELIVERY LOVE + CASH: Info or wisdom that you give away or sell.
e-Books The future is digital, baby. e-Books are no longer just 10-page PDF 

files that you pay $9.99 for. They can be substantive, multimedia 
experiences (like this one!). If you’re going to create an e-Book, use 
the multimedia tools that are so accessible and mostly free to create 
a product that goes beyond bookshelf dimensions and speaks 
every media language possible: type, video, audio, hyperlinks, 
interactive interviews, rich graphics… Who else can you involve in 
your content creation? Each of them is a potential ambassador for 
your product.

Check out: Chris Guillebeau has a series of eGuides and mani-
festos—he’s the guy to learn from.
Dave Navarro and Naomi Dunford, are the scientists of digital 
launches, and their How to Launch the **** Out of Your eBook is 
golden.
Media Bistro, eBook Newser

Kindle, eReaders If you publish something and get an ISBN number for it, you can 
get into the Amazon.com scene, and on Kindle, etc. The playing 
field is wide open.

Check out: ISBN

Magazines Print is not dead—it just costs gobs of money to create and sustain. 
How would your “blog” change if you thought of it as a magazine, 
with regular columns, featured writers, editors, advertisers, and ace 
visuals supporting a core brand?

Printed books,
self-publishing

WHITE HOT READING: the first questions of publishing pursuits

Check out: the dozens of “publishing” articles I’ve tagged on my 
Delicious page
Jonathan Fields’ Tribal Author
Kelly Diels’ epic series, How To Get A Book Deal

WRITING + PUBLISHING
Where can you re-purpose your content? Who else has a similar audience? Where else does your 
audience hang out? Write there, guest post, get interviewed, offer giveaways, leave comments, 
show up. Can your content be translated into multiple languages or made available for the hearing 
impaired?

https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?ii=258039&c=ib&aff=80725&cl=30134
https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?ii=174103&c=ib&aff=80725&cl=40769
http://www.mediabistro.com/ebooknewser/
http://www.isbn.org/standards/home/index.asphttp://www.isbn.org/standards/home/index.asp
http://whitehottruth.com/business-wealth-articles/the-first-questions-of-publishing-pursuits/
http://delicious.com/DanielleLaPorte/publishing
http://tribalauthor.com/
http://www.kellydiels.com/2010/03/27/how-to-get-book-deal/
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Printed books,
vanity press

“Vanity press” is an old-school term that I still like to use. It’s a book 
printer who will also help edit, package, print and distribute your 
book for a fee.

Check out: Dan Poynter knows EVERYTHING you needs to know 
about self-publishing and middleman presses.

Printed books, 
conventional publisher

Watch this interview with Erica Harris and me where I summarize 
why I think the future is digital and why, although I had good suc-
cess with my last published book, I decided to go renegade and 
do this book myself.

Check out: Janet Goldstein
Vooks The term “vook” is so new that there’s some debate about what 

it means and what kind of publisher owns rights to use this terms. 
Vook.com takes books and makes them into mini-movies. (Anne 
Rice even joined on.) Those are most definitely vooks. One could 
argue that a digital book driven primarily by video content is also a 
vook. Time will tell how this medium gets defined.

Novel, non-fiction, memoir, 
plays, one-person shows 

Got a book in you? Blogs can be a great laboratory for what 
might become a book. I turned the first six months of my WhiteHot-
Truth site into a book proposal.

Check out: Bindu Wiles, Creativity Coach
Lynda Monk, Writing Coach

ARTICLE TYPES 
ONLINE or PRINT
How-to’s “How-to” is one of the most highly searched for terms on the 

Internet

http://www.parapublishing.com/sites/para/
http://whitehottruth.com/business-wealth-articles/part-1-lifeblazing-interview/
http://goldsteinjanet.web.officelive.com/default.aspx
http://vook.com/
http://binduwiles.com/
http://creativewellnessworks.com/retreat-workshops/
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Newsletter If you’re going to do a newsletter, you have to do it RIGHT for 
people to take notice these days. We’re so used to having daily 
access to information that monthly and bimonthly publications can 
get lost in the background. If you’re doing something that’s mainly 
for promotional purposes, make sure that at least 50% of your con-
tent is useful, inspirational and applicable so people will actually 
engage with it—don’t just sell your stuff or talk about what’s new in 
your business.

Check out: Communicatrix’s monthly newsletter, which is pure 
fabulousness.
Rock Paper Scissors monthly does a great job of combining story-
telling, resources, and self-promotion.

Recaps or digests Monthly digests are a good option for your readers who want to 
stay in touch, but don’t want the frequent in-box content.

Check out: Gretchen Rubin’s Happiness Project digest. 

Think pieces Don’t want to blog your face off? Does the thought of writing three 
articles a week make you want to pass out with exhaustion? Then 
don’t do it. But do show how intelligent and informed you are with 
4 or 5 “THINK PIECES” that we can also access on your site, each 
like its own little product¬¬—just like in the old days, when people 
wrote essays and monographs that we passed around in the office 
or read in paper journals.

Reports, surveys Do some research. Take a poll. Write about your findings.
Interviews Interviews are such a lovely phenomenon because: a) they help 

you create compelling, substantive content without straining yourself 
for originality, b) they help promote other fine people, c) when you 
promote other fine people, those people help drive traffic back to 
your site. Interviews are one big love fest.

Top 10 + Best of lists Our culture is list-crazy.

http://www.communicatrix.com/
http://rpsinc.ca/resources/newsletter.php
http://www.happiness-project.com/
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Book, event + product reviews When you give measured, thoughtful reviews of things you’ve 
actually read or experienced or used, you build credibility and do 
a real service to people. Any kind of product review (if it’s posi-
tive and in integrity, creates an opportunity for affiliate kickbacks). 
Reviews that you give as favors or obligation are dangerous. 

A year ago today This is a great kind of format that allows you to point back to your 
old, buried but still relevant content.

Check out: Unclutterer.com

Link love features Doing a roundup of sites or articles you love is a great way to 
build goodwill and community.

User-generated content How can your audience contribute? How can you not only engage 
them in contributing, but equip them with the know-how to help 
spread the word about your site?

Subscriptions + memberships These take time to build, but the payoff can be terrific.

Check out: Third Tribe

News aggregation Information is power—information aggregation is a valuable ser-
vice.

Check out: FUTUREdition

IMAGES
FORMAT + DELIVERY LOVE + CASH: Info or wisdom that you give away or sell.
Photography + graphs A powerful image can suffice as a post itself. As for images to 

accompany articles, go the distance to get just the right photo—
cheesy shots and lame clipart distract from quality writing. Graphs 
and charts can be nice change up from text copy with extra viral 
potential.

Check out: Charlie Gilkey
Kind Over Matter

TELEVISION + VIDEO
FORMAT + DELIVERY LOVE + CASH: Info or wisdom that you give away or sell.

http://unclutterer.com/2010/05/02/a-year-ago-on-unclutterer-123/
http://thirdtribemarketing.com/index.php
http://www.arlingtoninstitute.org/tai/fearchive-featured
http://www.productiveflourishing.com/the-3ps-of-pricing-placebo-part-2/
http://kindovermatter.blogspot.com/



